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 by Associated Fabrication   

Ken Scott 

"In a small gallery........"

This small shop, located in a small gallery in Via Montenapoleone is the

Milanese branch of the famous fashion house for fabric bags, coated in

plastic in gaudy colours. The famous initials KS surrounded by geometric

and flowered patterns are one of the more easily recognisable decorative

styles, in the stylistic range which has recently been regaining popularity.

 +39 02 7602 3211  Via Montenapoleone 10, Milaan

 by michaelvito   

Ungaro 

"French designer"

This is the third French designer in the golden triangle of Milan shopping;

his style is one of the most recognisable and famous with embroidered

clothes and patterned precious, rich materials all with that special touch of

Paris. Now Ungaro is also offering a sporty collection which is enjoying

some success amongst his loyal clientele.

 +39 02 7602 3997  Via Montenapoleone 27, Milaan

 by Associated Fabrication   

Cavalli e Nastri 

"Flappers' Garments"

The owner is an expert, passionate researcher in the field of the most

elegant clothing and bijoux from the 1920s and 60s. Entering this shop is

a little like moving back in time to the fashions of the past, not just Italian

but also American, English and French. Feature of interest: the bijoux here

are so high quality and such original forms that they are popular not just

with the ladies of Milan, but also with perfectionist stylists.

 +39 02 8940 9452  Via Gian Giacomo Moro 12, Milaan

 by Christopher Macsurak   

Chanel 

"A modern myth"

What can one say about a boutique that carries the name of a modern day

myth, more than any other stylist. The furnishings could be said to have a

slightly retro feel, compared to the steel and crystal of the other shops in

Milan's 'golden triangle', but nonetheless, they are reassuring in this

famous shop. Madame Chanel would certainly have approved this shop as

worthy of representing her style. They also sell the classic leather stitched

bags and the bottles of No.5 stand up well next to the latest and more

modern creations of the house.

 +39 02 78 2514  www.chanel.com  Via Sant'Andrea 10/A, Milaan
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 by Christopher Macsurak   

Moschino 

"Famous Fashions"

One of the most eclectic and genial characters in the international fashion

world, who died before his time, has left an inventive and fun fashion

heritage behind him which is reflected in his constantly innovative

windows in his two outlets in Milan. This make has always progressed

without fear or half measures and has proved to be continually successful

and highly recognized. The t-shirts with writing, the heart shaped

accessories, the symbols and the original prints are all Moschino classics.

Find a cute and funky collection at this popular boutique in Milan.

 +39 02 7600 0832  www.moschino.it/  butick@moschino.it  Via Sant'Andrea 12, Milaan

 by creating in the dark   

Fendi 

"Furs & hollywood accessories"

The famous Roman sisters are another important Italian family in the

luxury clothing business, and are perhaps the most famous family in the

fur business. Their quiet, classic shop also sells creatively designed

accessories made of leather and other equally precious materials. Fendi

was entrusted with making the furs for the film Evita a few years ago.

 +39 02 7602 1617  Via Sant' Andrea 16, Milaan

 by darkensiva   

Prada 

"Very chic fashion"

The undisputed leader of Italian fashion - they are well known for their

classy clothes, chic choes and great leather accessories - has taken up the

cause of the distinctive Milanese 'snob' minimalism and has transformed it

into a colossal business. They currently have three clothes shops here,

one for men and women, one for just men and one for women only, as

well as two smaller shops for accessories and underwear in Via della

Spiga. There is another larger shop in Via Montenapoleone, next to the

mythical Cova café. This is is all part of a real 'Pradamania' which is

reflected in the queues of clients which often form outside the shops

throughout the year. Obligatory stops for Milanese 'cult' shopping.

 +39 02 7602 4012  Via Sant'Andrea 21, Milaan
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